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Administrative Law

From chasing violations to managing risks: origins, challenges and evolutions in regulatory inspections / Blanc, Florentin, author. Cheltenham, UK; Northampton, MA : Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3402 .B53 2018

TC Law Library General Collection K3402 .L44 2018

TC Law Library Reserve KF5402 .W47 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KF5425 .W35 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KJV6328 .F73x 2018

Agricultural Law

The fault lines of farm policy: a legislative and political history of the farm bill / Coppess, Jonathan, author. Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF1681.A3282014 A15 2018

American Indian Law

TC Law Library General Collection E98.T75 C37 2018

Indian treaties in the United States: an encyclopedia and documents collection / Donald Lee Fixico 1951- (editor) Santa Barbara, California : ABC-CLIO 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KIE19 .I53 2018
Antitrust

TC Law Library General Collection KNC750 .P65 2018

Bankruptcy

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.45

Biography

An imperfect rapture / Beard, Kelly J., 1957- Clarksville, Tennessee: Zone 3 Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF373.B348 A3 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF8745.G56 D44 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF8745.G67 G74 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF8745.M3 B76 2018

Tanaka Kōtarō and world law: rethinking the natural law outside the West / Doak, Kevin Michael, author. Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KNX110.T36 D36 D63 2019

Business Organizations

Corporate social responsibility: perspectives for sustainable corporate governance / Malecki, Catherine, author. Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection HD60 .M35x 2018

Choice of entity: the new landscape / Saint Paul, Minnesota: Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2018
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.46

Civil Practice & Procedure

Transformation of civil justice: unity and diversity / Alan Uzelac (editor) ; C. H. van Rhee (editor) Cham, Switzerland: Springer 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K2205 .T73 2018

A checklist approach to successful civil litigation / Saint Paul, Minnesota: Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2018
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.44
Civil Practice & Procedure (cont’d)

Defense of class action litigation in federal court / R. Bruce Allensworth (author) ; Matthew G. Ball (author) ; Andrew C. Glass (author) ; Todd L. Nunn (author) Arlington, VA. : Bureau of National Affairs Inc 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF8896 .D44 2018

Civil procedure in Japan / Yasuhei Taniguchi 1934- (editor) ; Pauline C. Reich (editor) ; Hiroto Miyake 1934- (editor) ; Dan Fenno Henderson 1921- (editor) ; Takaaki Hattori 1912- (editor) Huntington, New York : Juris Legal Information 2018 Third edition.
TC Law Library General Collection KNX1710 .H382 2018

Civil Rights

Civil rights and EU citizenship : challenges at the crossroads of the European, national and privates spheres / Sybe Alexander de Vries 1970- (editor) ; Henri Clemens Ferdinand Jozef Alexander de Waele 1979- (editor) ; Marie-Pierre Granger (editor) Cheltenham, Glos., UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJE3275 .C58 2018

Commercial Law

TC Law Library General Collection K1005 .F46 2018

TC Law Library Reserve KF957 .W435x 2019

Comparative Law

Comparing law : comparative law as reconstruction of collective commitments / Valcke, Catherine author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K583 .V35 2018

Conflict of Laws

TC Law Library General Collection KNQ480 .Z54 2018

Constitutional Law

How to save a constitutional democracy / Ginsburg, Tom, author. Chicago ; The University of Chicago Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection JC423 .G488 2018

Constitutional democracy in crisis? / Mark A. Graber (editor) ; Sanford Levinson 1941- (editor) ; Mark V. Tushnet 1945- (editor) New York, NY : Oxford University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection JF51 .C626 2018
**Constitutional Law (cont’d)**

An unamendable constitution? : unamendability in constitutional democracies / Richard Albert (editor) ; Bertil Emrah Oder 1968- (editor) Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection K3168 .U53 2018

The politico-legal dynamics of judicial review : a comparative analysis / Roux, Theunis, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection K3175 .R68 2018

The UK constitution after Miller : Brexit and beyond / Mark Elliott 1975- (editor) ; Jack Williams (editor) ; Alison L. Young (editor) Oxford ; Hart Publishing; Hart Publishing an imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing Plc 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KD4452 .U39 2018

Quasi-constitutional laws of Canada / Helis, John, author. Toronto, Ontario : Irwin Law 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KE482.S84 H45 2018

Voice of justice : reclaiming the First Amendment rights of lawyers / Tarkington, Margaret C., 1976- Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KF298 .T37 2018

Originalism as faith / Segall, Eric J. author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KF4552 .S44 2018

The free speech century / Lee C. Bollinger 1946- (editor) ; Geoffrey R. Stone (editor) New York, NY : Oxford University Press 2019  
TC Law Library General Collection KF4772 .F737 2019

Liberal suppression : Section 501(c)(3) and the taxation of speech / Hamburger, Philip, 1957- author. Chicago : The University of Chicago Press 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KF4772 .H35 2018

**Contracts**

TC Law Library General Collection K1005 .K69x 2019

Drafting & reviewing business contracts / Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2018  
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.43

**Courts**

TC Law Library General Collection KF8736 .S56 2018
Courts (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KF8742 .D53 2018

The Court of Justice of the European Union as an institutional actor : a study in judicial lawmaking and its limits / Horsley, Thomas, 1984- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5461 .H67 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KJE5461 .N36 2018

Criminal Justice

TC Law Library General Collection HV7431 .B47x 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KF9654 .K45 2018

Criminal Law & Procedure

TC Law Library General Collection K5015.4 .D83 2018

Reflections on crime and culpability : problems and puzzles / Alexander, Larry, 1943- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K5103 .A443 2018

The evolving role of the public prosecutor : challenges and innovations / Victoria Colvin (editor) ; Philip C. Stenning (editor) New York, NY : Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K5425 .E93 2019

TC Law Library General Collection KF9322 .W457 2019

Rape law in context : contesting the scales of injustice / Bronitt, Simon, author. Annandale, NSW : The Federation Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KU4202 .B76 2018
Cultural Property

Research handbook on contemporary intangible cultural heritage : law and heritage / Helena Enright (editor) ; Mathilde Pavis (editor) ; Catherine Cummings (Museologist), (editor) ; Charlotte Waelde (editor) Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3791 .R47 2018

Data Protection

Remembering and forgetting in the digital age / Thouvenin, Florent, author. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJE6071 .T46 2018

Dispute Resolution

The 21st annual ADR Institute / ADR Institute 2018) (21st : Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2018
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.42

Domestic Relations

Sin, sanctity and the sister-in-law : marriage with a deceased wife's sister in the nineteenth century / Barrie, David G., author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KD756 .B377 2018

Elder Law

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.47

Environmental Law

TC Law Library General Collection K3593.5.C37 M86 2018

Climate change, public health, and the law / Michael Burger (editor) ; Justin Gundlach (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General CollectionKF3783 .C59 2018

Legal pathways to deep decarbonization in the United States : summary and key recommendations / Michael B. Gerrard (editor) ; John C. Dernbach (editor) Washington, D.C. : Environmental Law Institute 2018
TC Law Library General CollectionKF3783 .L44x 2018

European Union

Globalisation and governance : international problems, European solutions / Robert Schütze (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5105.A8 G56 2018
European Union (cont’d)

Legal foundations of EU economic governance / Estella de Noriega, Antonio, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJE6415 .E825 2018

The choice of legal basis for acts of the European Union : competence overlaps, institutional preferences, and legal basis litigation / Engel, Annegret author. Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJE947 .E54 2018

Executive Power

Impeachment : an American history / Jon Meacham (author); Timothy Naftali (author); Peter Baker (author); Jeffrey A. Engel (author) New York : Modern Library 2018 2018 Modern Library edition.
TC Law Library General Collection KF5075 .I47 2018

Firearms

Gun law : acquiring, handling & transferring firearms in Minnesota / Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2018
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.48

Food & Drug Law

Bourbon justice : how whiskey law shaped America / Haara, Brian F., author. [Lincoln, Nebraska] : Potomac Books an imprint of the University of Nebraska Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF3924.W45 H33 2018

Government & Politics

Changing cultures in Congress : from fair play to power plays / Wolfensberger, Donald R., author. New York : Columbia University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF4992 .W65 2018

The embattled vote in America : from the founding to the present / Lichtman, Allan J., author. Cambridge, Massachusetts : Harvard University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection JK1846 .L53 2018

Health Law & Policy

TC Law Library General Collection KF3821 .F86x 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF3826 .T45 B74 2018

Human Rights

TC Law Library General Collection JC571 .C689 2019

Fragmentation and integration in human rights law : users' perspectives / Eva Brems (editor) ; Saïla Ouald-Chaib (editor) Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .F73 2018

TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .F74x 2018

Human rights transformation in practice / Tine Destrooper (editor) ; Sally Engle Merry 1944- (editor) Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .H863 2018

Protecting human rights defenders in Latin America : a legal and socio-political analysis of Brazil / Neto, Ulisses Terto, author. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KHD3003 N48x 2018

Human rights and the judicialisation of African politics / Brett, Peter, 1985- author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KQC608 .B74 2019

Immigration

Research handbook on child migration / Jacqueline Bhabha (editor) ; Jyothi Kanics (editor) ; Daniel Senovilla Hernández (editor) Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection JV6344 .R47 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF4710 .C64x 2018

Indigenous Peoples

Conversations about indigenous rights : the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Aotearoa New Zealand / Selwyn Katene (editor) ; Rawiri Taonui (editor) Auckland, New Zealand : Massey University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection JC599.N5 C65 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KE7709 .A753 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KU1820 .L56 2018
Intellectual Property

Framing intellectual property law in the 21st century: integrating incentives, trade, development, culture, and human rights / Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss 1947- (editor); Elizabeth Siew Kuan Ng (editor). Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1401.F725 2018

Intellectual property and the judiciary / Christophe Geiger (editor); Craig Allen Nard (editor); Xavier Seuba 1977- (editor). Cheltenham, UK; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1401.I58 2018

Research handbook on intellectual property and creative industries / Abbe E. L Brown (Abbe Elizabeth Lockhart), (editor, author); Charlotte Waelde (editor, author). Cheltenham, UK; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1401.R46795 2018

Non-conventional copyright: do new and atypical works deserve protection? / edited by Enrico Bonadio, Senior Lecturer in Intellectual Property Law, City, University of London, UK; Nicola Lucchi, Associate Professor of Law, Jönköping International Business School, Sweden. Enrico Bonadio (editor); Nicola Lucchi (editor). Cheltenham, UK; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1420.5.N66 2018

Copyright and the value of performance, 1770-1911 / Miller, Derek, 1982- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1443.D7 M55 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KF3156.P55 2018

Becoming property: art, theory, and law in early modern France / Scott, Katie, 1958- author. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KJV3250.S38 2018

International Law

TC Law Library General Collection HD850.Z63 B54 2018

TC Law Library General Collection JZ6045.K66 2018

Justice behind the Iron Curtain: Nazis on trial in communist Poland / Finder, Gabriel N., author. Toronto: University of Toronto Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1174.5.F56 2018

Research handbook on territorial disputes in international law / Marcelo G. Kohen (author); Mamadou Hébié (author). Cheltenham, UK; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KZ3864.R47 2018
International Law (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3925 .I58 2016

The right of actio popularis before international courts and tribunals / Ahmadov, Farid Turab, 1979-author. Leiden, The Netherlands ; Brill Nijhoff 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6250 .A36 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6294 .Q74 2018

Sexual exploitation and abuse by UN peacekeepers: towards a hybrid solution / Mudgway, Cassandra, author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6376 .M83 2019

The companion to international humanitarian law / Dražan Djukić 1981- (editor) ; Niccolò Pons (editor) Leiden ; Brill Nijhoff 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KZ6471 .C654 2018

TC Law Library General Collection KZ6495 .S63 2018

Wartime sexual violence at the international level: a legal perspective / Ward, Caterina E. Arrabal, author. Leiden, the Netherland : Brill Nijhoff 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KZ7162 .W37 2018

Transnational terrorist groups and international criminal law / Brennan, Anna Marie, author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge; New York NY 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KZ7220 .B74 2019

International Organizations

Handbook of research on NGOs Aynsley J Kellow (Aynsley John), 1951- (editor) ; Hannah Murphy (editor) Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018
TC Law Library General Collection JZ4841 .H36 2018

International Trade

The future of international economic integration: the embedded liberalism compromise revisited / Gillian Moon 1954- (editor) ; Lisa Toohey (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3820 .F88 2018

Handbook of international trade agreements: country, regional and global approaches / Robert E. Looney (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection K4600 .H37 2019
**Islamic Law**

Research handbook on Islamic law and society / Nadirsyah Hosen (editor) Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KB250 .R47 2018  

Islamic international law : historical foundations and Al-Shaybani's Siyar / Bashir, Khaled Ramadan, author. Cheltenham ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KB260 .B37 2018  

**Judges**

How to measure the quality of judicial reasoning / Mátyás Bencze 1973- (editor) ; Gar Yein Ng 1978- (editor) Cham, Switzerland : Springer 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KJC3716 .H69 2018  

**Jurisprudence**

Law and philosophical theory : critical intersections / Thanos Zartaloudis (editor) London ; Rowman & Littlefield International 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection B65 .L39 2018  

TC Law Library General Collection K225 .L44 2015  
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection) Bix  

Law and evil : the evolutionary perspective / Załuski, Wojciech, author. Cheltenham ; Edward Elgar Publishing 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection K247.6 .Z35 2018  

**Labor & Employment Law**

Taking attendance : workplace leave obligations & options / Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education 2018  
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2018 no.41  

Expanding public employee religious accommodation and its threat to administrative legitimacy / Szymalak, James N, author. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2019  
TC Law Library General Collection KF3457 .S99 2019  

TC Law Library General Collection KF3464 .C43 2019  

Blue and green : the drive for justice at America's port / Cummings, Scott L., 1969- author. Cambridge, Massachusetts : The MIT Press 2018  
TC Law Library General Collection KFC30.5.D4 C86 2018
Law—Greece

Athenian law and society / Kapparis, K. A., author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KL4115.A75 K37 2019

Law—Russia

TC Law Library General Collection KLB68 .B885 2018

Law—Uzbekistan

TC Law Library General Collection KLW49.A31 1995 A4 2018

Legal Profession

Being heard : presentation skills for attorneys / Pincus, Faith, author. Chicago, Illinois : American Bar Association 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF300 .P56 2018

Building a successful collaborative family law practice / Forrest S. Mosten 1947- (editor) ; Adam B. Cordover (editor) Chicago : American Bar Association 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KF299.D6 B85 2018

Legislation

Thinking about statutes : interpretation, interaction, improvement / Burrows, A. S. author. (Andrew S.), Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection KD691 .B87 2018

Literature & the Arts

TC Law Library LART KD9430 .S73 2018

Medical Law

Revisiting landmark cases in medical law / Pattinson, Shaun D., author. Abingdon, Oxon [UK] ; Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection KD3395 .P39 2019

Property

Property theory : legal and political perspectives / J. E Penner (James E.), (editor) ; Michael Otsuka (editor) Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K721.5 .P795 2018
Reproductive Technology

TC Law Library General Collection KF3830 .K56 2006

Roman Law

TC Law Library General Collection KJA147 .M66 2018

Slavery

Granville Sharp's uncovered letter and the Zong Massacre / Faubert, Michelle, author. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan 2018
TC Law Library General Collection HT1164.L5 F38 2018

Social Media

The digital street / Lane, Jeffery, author. New York, NY : Oxford University Press 2019
TC Law Library General Collection HM742 .L357 2019

Taxation

TC Law Library Reserve KF6464 .B87x 2019

Trade Regulation

Grey zones in international economic law and global governance / Daniel Drache 1941- (editor) ; Lesley A. Jacobs (editor) Vancouver ; UBC Press 2018
TC Law Library General Collection HF1359 .G7245 2018

Trials

TC Law Library General Collection HV6535.G6 L65849 2018b

TC Law Library General Collection KF225.D37 C53 2018

War

Reconciliation after civil wars: global perspectives / Paul Quigley 1977- (editor) ; James Hawdon (editor) Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2019
TC Law Library General Collection JC328.5 .R42 2019